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ABSTRACT
An analysis of the overturning circulation in dry isentropic coordinates using reanalysis data is presented.
The meridional mass fluxes on surfaces of constant dry potential temperature but distinct equivalent potential
temperature are separated into southward and northward contributions. The separation identifies thermo-
dynamically distinct mass fluxes moving in opposite directions. The eddy meridional water vapor transport is
shown to be associated with large poleward and equatorward mass fluxes occurring at the same value of dry
potential temperature but different equivalent potential temperature. These mass fluxes, referred to here as
the moist recirculation, are associated with an export of water vapor from the subtropics connecting the Hadley
cell to the midlatitude storm tracks.
The poleward branch of the moist recirculation occurs at mean equivalent potential temperatures com-
parable to upper tropospheric dry potential temperature values, indicating that typical poleward-moving air
parcels can ascend to the tropopause. The analysis suggests that these air parcels ascend on the equatorward
side of storm tracks by following moist isentropes reminiscent of upright deep convection, while on the
poleward side their moist isentropes are indicative of large-scale slantwise convection. In the equatorward
branch, the analysis describes typical air parcels that follow their dry isentropes until they get injected into the
boundary layer where they are subsequently moistened.
The moist recirculation along with the mean equivalent potential temperature of its poleward and equa-
torward components are used to recover an approximate overturning circulation on moist isentropes from
which it is shown that the moist recirculation accounts for the difference between the meridional circulation
averaged on dry and on moist isentropes.
1. Introduction
In midlatitudes, the meridional circulation is dominated
by baroclinic eddies that convert available potential en-
ergy from a baroclinically unstable background state into
kinetic energy. Although these eddies are responsible for
transporting most of the momentum, heat, and moisture
from the subtropics to higher latitudes, their transient na-
ture makes their climatology difficult to describe [Lorenz
1967; see Schneider (2006) for a review]. It thus remains
a challenge to quantify the intensity and thermodynamic
structure of these ubiquitous eddies.
The dry isentropic circulation (Gallimore and Johnson
1981; Johnson 1989; Karoly et al. 1997; Held and Schneider
1999) describes the mean meridional circulation by ac-
counting for the midlatitude eddies’ sensible heat transport.
The dry isentropic circulation accounts for the sensible
heat transport by separating warm, poleward flowing air
with high dry potential temperatures and cold, equator-
ward flowing air with low dry potential temperatures.
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Furthermore, since the eddy time scale is short compared
to the radiative damping time scale, dry potential tem-
perature can be viewed as a material invariant—as long as
latent heat release is neglected. In this regard, the isen-
tropic circulation can be viewed as a more accurate ap-
proximation of the mean Lagrangian trajectories of air
parcels than the Eulerian-mean circulation.
Midlatitudes eddies, in addition to transporting sensible
heat, also transport latent heat as part of the global hy-
drological cycle. Moisture is extracted from the subtropi-
cal planetary boundary layer (Yang and Pierrehumbert
1994; Pierrehumbert 1998) and subsequently trans-
ported poleward and upward. The latent heat released
during the accompanying phase transitions has a great
influence on the eddies’ total energy transport and ac-
counts for a third to a half of the poleward energy
transport in the storm tracks as described by Trenberth
and Stepaniak (2003; see their Fig. 1). Schneider et al.
(2006) calculated the eddy moisture transport on dry
isentropic surfaces and showed that in the subtropics
there exists a balance between the influx of moisture
from the Hadley circulation and the poleward transport
of moisture by extratropical eddies. They argued1 that
the direct effect of moisture on subtropical eddies leads
only to a small correction to their analysis and neglected
it altogether. However, moist air is usually brought to-
ward saturation as it is cooled through adiabatic ascent.
Once saturated, the moist air either follows a slanted
moist isentrope or ascends in deep convective towers
within the storm tracks. Because of the associated phase
transition, the dry potential temperature will be not
conserved on the displaced parcels. This indicates an
important limitation of using the dry isentropic average
as a semi-Lagrangian analysis.
This limitation was highlighted in recent analyses by
Czaja and Marshall (2006) and Pauluis et al. (2008, 2010),
who accounted for the effect of latent heat release on the
atmospheric circulation by analyzing the circulation on
moist isentropes, defined as surfaces of constant equiva-
lent potential temperature. They have compared the
circulations on dry and moist isentropes and shown that
the latter is significantly stronger in the midlatitudes.
Unlike the circulation on dry isentropes, the circulation
on moist isentropes includes the total heat flux—sensible
plus latent. Moreover, while the dry potential tempera-
ture is not conserved for adiabatic saturated motions,
the equivalent potential temperature is [although it is not
exactly conserved when precipitation and freezing occur,
as explained in the appendix of Pauluis et al. (2010)]. In
regions where condensation occurs, it is therefore expected
that the moist isentropic circulation captures Lagrangian
trajectories more accurately than the dry isentropic cir-
culation. The circulation on moist isentropes is indeed
stronger in the subtropics and midlatitudes where latent
heat release by condensation is a key diabatic heating
source (Pauluis et al. 2008).
Pauluis et al. (2010) showed that the difference in
mass transport between dry and moist isentropic cir-
culations is intimately tied to the eddy transport of
water vapor and the ascent of warm, moist subtropical
air within the storm tracks. In this paper, we further
investigate the relationship between the eddy transport
of water vapor and the enhanced mass transport in the
moist isentropic circulation. In doing so, we aim at rec-
onciling the ‘‘dry’’ description, such as that of Schneider
et al. (2006), which considers an eddy transport of water
vapor superimposed on the dry isentropic circulation, and
the ‘‘moist’’ perspective of Pauluis et al. (2008, 2010) in
which latent heat is directly included in the definition of
the moist isentropes.
In section 2 we define the meridional mass flux joint
isentropic distribution, which records the meridional
mass fluxes according to their dry and equivalent po-
tential temperatures simultaneously. In section 3, we
describe a simplified decomposition of the joint dis-
tribution on dry potential temperature surfaces into
two directional flows: northward and southward. Us-
ing this decomposition we calculate the mean moist
stratification associated with each directional flow and
use it to interpret which type of convection (slantwise
vs upright) is responsible for the midlatitudes’ cross-
isentropic transport of moisture. We further show how
the directional averages can be related to the clima-
tological mean and variance. In section 4, we use the
directional fluxes to create an approximate circulation
on moist isentropes and compare it to its exact coun-
terpart. The results are summarized and discussed in
section 5.
In this study, we use data obtained from the 40-yr
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casting (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40) dataset that
cover the period from 1981 to 2000 (Uppala et al. 2005).
Variables from the dataset lie on a 1.1258 3 1.1258 reg-
ular Gaussian grid at T106 spectral truncation for 60
hybrid model levels. The meridional velocity, air tem-
perature and logarithm surface pressure were converted
to the regular Gaussian grid from a T159 spectral rep-
resentation and the specific humidity was converted
from a reduced N80 Gaussian grid.2
1 See the last paragraph of their section 2.
2 Produced by and available from the National Center for At-
mospheric Research Data Support Section, dataset ds127.2.
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2. Joint isentropic distribution and isentropic
circulation
The analyses performed in this paper are based on the
meridional mass flux joint distribution defined as










where [] represents a zonal and temporal mean, d()
corresponds to the Dirac function, psurf is the surface
pressure, y is the meridional velocity, u is the dry po-
tential temperature, and ue is the equivalent potential
temperature [our Eq. (1) corresponds to Eq. (1) in
Pauluis et al. (2010)]. The remaining quantities are de-
fined in Table 1. The mass flux joint distribution records
the meridional mass fluxes according to their dry u9 and
equivalent u9
e
potential temperature values. For a given
air parcel, the two potential temperatures differ only if
the parcel is moist corresponding to a positive total
water content qT. In this case the two potential tem-







Before computing the mass flux joint distribution we
linearly interpolate the meridional velocity, specific
humidity, and temperature onto 260 equally spaced s5
p/psurf levels. The dry potential temperature and the
equivalent potential temperature are then calculated
using the interpolated pressure, air temperature, and
specific humidity (Emanuel 1994). We assume that
moist air is an ideal mixture of gases and make use of the
Clausius–Clapeyron equation. The mass flux joint dis-
tribution (1) is then computed numerically by replacing
the inner integral and delta functions with their discrete
equivalents. We use a discrete delta function derived by


















where k refers to the interpolated vertical levels. A
similar expression is obtained when we replace u9 by u9e
in front of M and uk by uek in front of yk. This numerical
representation ensures that the resulting joint distribu-
tion accurately captures meridional fluxes of both po-
tential temperatures. The target grid (u9, u9
e
) spacing is
uniform and corresponds to Du 5 1 K.
Using the mass flux joint distribution, one can recover
the dry isentropic streamfunction Cu(f, u9), which quan-
tifies the net mass flux below the isentropic surface with
dry potential temperature u9. It can either be calculated
directly from the meridional velocity or from the mass
flux joint distribution as a projection onto dry isen-
tropes; that is,













M(f, u, ue) due du, (2)
where H() is the Heaviside function. The study of the
dry isentropic streamfunction thus gives us a means to
understand the mass flux joint distribution.
Figure 1 shows the dry isentropic streamfunction dur-
ing December–February (DJF) and June–August (JJA).
In the winter hemisphere, the circulation is a single
equator-to-pole cell, with high dry potential temperature
air flowing poleward and lower dry potential temperature
air flowing equatorward. In the tropics, a well-defined
Hadley cell exists and it connects to a direct cell in mid-
latitudes. The Hadley cell’s strength does not differ
substantially from its strength in the Eulerian-mean cir-
culation as both circulations have maxima on the order
of 200 Sv.3 The extratropical circulation, which peaks
around 408 latitude (both seasons and both hemispheres),
is weaker than the tropical circulation. During the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) summer, the circulation is very weak
TABLE 1. List of symbols.
l, f, p, t Longitude, latitude, pressure, time
g, a Gravitational acceleration, earth’s radius
[] Zonal and temporal average: function of f
hi Zonal and temporal average along lines of
constant u: function of (f, u)
(  )* Mass-weighted zonal and temporal average
along lines of constant u, (  )*5 hri/hri:
function of (f, u)
hi6 Directional isentropic mass flux-weighted average
along lines of constant u: functions of (f, u)
hryi6 Directional mass fluxes: functions of (f, u)
M Mass flux joint distribution: function of (f, u, ue)
H() Heaviside function; 0 for a negative argument and
1 otherwise
u, ue Dry potential temperature, equivalent
potential temperature
Ly0 Latent heat of vaporization at 08C
cp Specific heat of air
T0 Reference temperature (08C)
3 We use Sverdrup units to quantify mass fluxes: 1 Sv 5 109
kg s21. This definition corresponds to the mass flux produced by
a 1-Sv flow of water with density 103 kg m23.
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and the dry streamfunction essentially vanishes for this
season. In each panel, the gray dashed lines indicate the
10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of the surface dry po-
tential temperature distribution. The equatorward
branch of the circulation in midlatitudes occurs over
a narrow range of dry potential temperatures that are
typical of surface values as noted by Held and Schneider
(1999). On the other hand, the poleward branch of the
circulation takes place over a wider range of dry potential
temperatures corresponding to midtropospheric dry po-
tential temperature values.
The net meridional mass flux on dry isentropic sur-
faces can be obtained by either taking a vertical de-
rivative of the streamfunction (2) or by integrating the
mass flux joint distribution over ue; for example,
hryi 5 ›u9Cu(f, u9) 5
ð‘
0
M(f, u9, ue) due. (3)
The net mass flux on dry isentropic surfaces at 358N
during DJF is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 (dot-dashed
curve). It is southward (i.e., negative) below 290 K, with
a minimum of212 Sv K21 at u9 5 285 K, and northward
(i.e., positive) above 290 K, with a maximum of 7.5 Sv K21
at u9 5 293 K. For the remainder of this paper and in order
to simplify our notation we drop the primes when re-
ferring to the phase-space dry and equivalent potential
temperatures.
While the circulation on dry isentropes provides a more
complete description of the meridional circulation than
the Eulerian-mean circulation, it still does not fully de-
scribe the hydrological cycle associated with the over-
turning circulation. As already mentioned, Schneider
et al. (2006) showed that there is a nontrivial eddy flux
of water vapor on dry isentropes, implying an important
poleward transport of latent heat that is not included in
the circulation on dry isentropes. The existence of such
a transport is not surprising since poleward-moving air,
which originates either from the subtropical regions
or from the planetary boundary layer, has to carry more
moisture than its equatorward-moving counterpart, which
originates from the midtroposphere at higher latitudes.
The moisture flux in the dry isentropic circulation should
thus be understood as the result of opposing flows with
the same dry potential temperature but with different
moisture content, which translates into different equiva-
lent potential temperatures.
These opposing air masses cancel out in a dry isentropic
average but appear as distinct transports in the mass flux
joint distribution, shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 for
f 5 358N during NH DJF.4 This figure is similar to Fig.
3d of Pauluis et al. (2010). The discussion about the white
curves superimposed on top of the joint distribution is
postponed until section 3c. On every dry isentrope above
u 5 289 K, indicated as a dotted line spanning the two
panels, there are both positive (solid) and negative
(dashed) contours. Since the procedure to compute net
mass fluxes on dry isentropes from the joint distribution
involves the integration across moist isentropes, as in
Eq. (3), important cancellations between the northward
(positive) and southward (negative) flows will occur on
dry isentropes above 289 K. In the next section, we isolate
the equatorward and poleward transports using the mass
flux joint distribution in order to better understand the
role of moisture in the general circulation.
3. Directional mass fluxes and water vapor
transport
a. Directional mass fluxes
The cancellations observed in the previous section can
be avoided if the mass flux joint distribution is separated
FIG. 1. The dry isentropic circulation (2) during (left) DJF and (right) JJA. Solid contours are positive and dashed
contours are negative. The contours range from 20 to 240 Sv in 20-Sv increments. The three gray dashed lines
correspond to the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of the dry potential temperature surface distribution.
4 The mass flux joint distribution for a selection of other latitudes
is provided as online supplemental material.
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into northward, M1(f, u, ue), and southward, M
2(f,
u, ue), components defined as
M1(f, u, ue) 5 max[M(f, u, ue), 0] and (4a)
M2(f, u, ue) 5 min[M(f, u, ue), 0], (4b)
and indicated in the right panel of Fig. 2 by dashed and
solid contours, respectively. Note that this directionally
dependent decomposition of the joint distribution does
not discard any information. The net mass flux can be
recovered by adding the components: M(f, u, ue) 5
M1(f, u, ue) 1 M
2(f, u, ue). This decomposition is ad-
vantageous because the individual southward and north-
ward contributions are sign-definite, and each one of them
can be considered as a standard two-dimensional distri-
bution at every latitude.
The net mass transport on dry isentropes can also be









M2(f, u, ue) due. (5b)
The net northward and southward directional fluxes at
358N DJF are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 as solid
and dashed curves, respectively.
The full latitudinal structure of the directional fluxes
during DJF and JJA are shown in the top panels of Figs.
3 and 4, respectively. The top left panels show northward
directional fluxes hryi1 and the top right panels show
southward directional fluxes hryi2. The net mass flux on
dry potential temperature surfaces hryi is shown in
bottom right panels. In those panels, the gray dashed
curve corresponds to the median surface dry potential
temperature. These cancellations can be quantified ac-
cording to
hryi9 5 min(hryi1, 2hryi2) (6)
and are shown in the bottom left panels of Figs. 3 and 4.
The physical significance of this quantity is addressed
later in section 3b. Since the polar regions are outside
the scope of this study, we restrict our analysis from 608S
to 608N for Figs. 3–6. Polar regions have very weak net
mass fluxes, which makes comparisons with lower lati-
tudes difficult.
The bottom right panels of Figs. 3 and 4 correspond to
net mass fluxes on dry potential temperature surfaces,
hryi, and are equal—through Eq. (3)—to the vertical
derivative of the dry isentropic circulation shown in
Fig. 1. One can identify the Hadley cell by the strong
poleward mass fluxes at u ’ 350 K and the strong equa-
torward surface fluxes at u ’ 300 K between the equator
and 308 in the winter hemisphere. The tropical surface
flow has a warm component coming from the winter hemi-
sphere and a colder—and weaker—component coming
from the summer hemisphere. In the winter hemispheres,
FIG. 2. DJF at f 5 358N. (left) Net mass transport hryi (dot-dashed), net equatorward mass flux hryi2 (dashed),
and poleward mass flux hryi1 (solid). (right) Meridional mass flux joint distribution at f 5 358N during DJF. The
solid contours represent poleward mass fluxes and the dashed contours correspond to equatorward transports. The
white curves labeled huei2 and huei1 identify the mean ue on a dry potential temperature surface in the equatorward
and poleward mass fluxes, respectively. These are discussed in section 3c.
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the midlatitudes’ equatorward flow is intense and occurs
within a narrow range of dry potential temperatures
mostly below the median surface dry potential tempera-
ture [see Held and Schneider (1999) for a detailed anal-
ysis] that merges with the surface flow of the Hadley cell
in the subtropics. The poleward flow is weaker and spread
over a broad range of dry potential temperatures from
surface values to approximately 300–310 K. The mid-
tropospheric poleward flow becomes important in the
extratropics and is disconnected from the poleward flow
of the Hadley cell by small patches of weak midtropo-
spheric equatorward fluxes. This separation between the
poleward flows in the tropics and midlatitudes disap-
pears in the poleward directional fluxes (top left panel
of Fig. 3 and top right panel of Fig. 4). The poleward
directional fluxes in the Hadley cell are now clearly
connected to those in midlatitudes by mass fluxes that
are about a third to a half of the mass flux strength in the
poleward net fluxes (bottom right panels of Figs. 3 and
4). Such a connection has been noted in previous studies
(Pierrehumbert 1998; Schneider et al. 2006) and is re-
lated to the eddies extracting moisture from the sub-
tropics. The fact that the net mass fluxes on dry
isentropes hryi vanish in this region suggests that there
are corresponding equatorward directional fluxes that
cancel the poleward directional fluxes.
The top right panels of Figs. 3 and 4 show the corre-
sponding equatorward directional fluxes during DJF
and JJA, respectively. During DJF, the subtropical
equatorward directional fluxes in the NH span dry po-
tential temperature values from 320 to 340 K. During
JJA, the subtropical fluxes in the Southern Hemisphere
(SH) span values from 320 to 330 K. The equatorward
directional fluxes in midlatitudes during both seasons
and both hemispheres are distributed across the whole
midtroposphere and have a much broader u extent than
the corresponding equatorward flux contribution to the
net mass flux hryi (see dashed contours in bottom right
panels of Figs. 3 and 4). While these midtropospheric
mass fluxes are not as intense as the surface equatorward
fluxes, they are spread from surface dry potential tem-
peratures values up to 320 K and occur poleward of 208.
A significant portion of the midtropospheric equator-
ward mass fluxes are cancelled by poleward directional
fluxes (cf. top panels of Figs. 3 and 4). This cancellation
can be inferred from the noticeable absence of net mass
fluxes between 208 and 408N and 310 and 330 K in the
bottom right panel of Fig. 3.
We have previously observed that the dry isentropic
circulation was weak during the NH summer, shown in
the right panel of Fig. 1. The net mass fluxes, in the
bottom right panel of Fig. 4, are weak during that season
FIG. 3. Meridional mass fluxes on dry potential temperature surfaces during DJF. (top left) Northward mass fluxes.
(top right) Southward mass fluxes. (bottom left) The moist recirculation hryi9 [see Eq. (6)]. (bottom right) Net mass
fluxes. Solid contours are positive and dashed contours are negative. The gray dotted line shows the median surface
dry potential temperature. Note that the contouring is linear except for the lowest contour.
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and are very weak in comparison to the NH winter net
mass fluxes. If we compare the NH fluxes in the top
panels in Figs. 3 and 4, we observe that the directional
mass fluxes are also weak relative to those during NH
winter. Indeed, over the region from 308 to 608N the
poleward directional fluxes hryi1 during DJF are about
3 times stronger than those during JJA, which can be
verified by contrasting the top left panel of Fig. 3 against
Fig. 4. However, the poleward fluxes are still significant
and yet the net poleward fluxes hryi in the NH essen-
tially vanish during JJA. This means that on a given dry
isentrope during JJA the moist poleward component
mostly cancels the drier equatorward component, lead-
ing to a net poleward transport of latent heat with
a vanishing sensible heat transport. A similar, less pro-
nounced, cancellation occurs in both hemispheres and
during both seasons.
b. Moist recirculation
The directional mass fluxes hryi1 and hryi2 occur on
the same dry potential temperature surface but at dif-
ferent values of equivalent potential temperature. This
difference in equivalent potential temperature indicates
that the two directional mass fluxes describe thermo-
dynamically different air parcels moving in opposite
directions. The net poleward mass flux is thus the result
of a cancellation between the two directional fluxes and
is therefore significantly weaker than either directional
flux. In the midtroposphere, the net mass fluxes are
poleward and the magnitude of the mass flux cancella-
tion will be equal to the magnitude of the equatorward
directional fluxes. More generally, the cancellation hryi9
between the two directional fluxes is equal to the
smallest flux in absolute value, as shown previously in
Eq. (6). These cancellations correspond to the portion of
the net poleward mass fluxes in moist regions that is
exactly balanced by an equatorward transport of mass in
dry regions.
The cancellations hryi9 shown in the bottom panels of
Figs. 3 and 4 represent two fluxes of equal strength going
in opposite direction superimposed at each point of the
(f, u) plane. The first flux is poleward and moist while
the second is equatorward and dry. This recirculating
flow is hidden within the dry circulation because it
transports latent heat without transporting any sensible
heat. It thus represents the purely moist part of the
meridional overturning circulation. Because of this in-
terpretation, we call the cancellations hryi9 the moist
recirculation (MR). As seen in Figs. 3 and 4, the majority
of the MR is located above the surface median dry po-
tential temperature in midlatitudes between 308 and 608.
Its extent in u is similar to the corresponding extent of
the midlatitudes directional fluxes and its strength is
comparable to that of equatorward directional fluxes.
The MR in the winter hemisphere extends deep into
the subtropics, as low as 158, attaining its peak in the
FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for JJA.
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mid- to upper troposphere at u ’ 330 K and vanishing
for dry potential temperatures close to surface values.
This peak corresponds to the lower portion of the
poleward mass fluxes in the Hadley circulation and it
suggests that the MR is responsible for the connection
between the subtropics and midlatitudes. During winter
in midlatitudes, the MR exhibits intense mass fluxes at
378 and u ’ 300 K, of a magnitude of 3 Sv K21 during
DJF and 4 Sv K21 during JJA. During SH winter, there
are even larger mass fluxes in the lower troposphere.
These are, however, of a different nature as they are for
the most part related to surface fluxes.
The MR quantifies mass fluxes that can only be re-
solved using a moist isentropic average and it can there-
fore be used to understand the large difference between
the dry and moist isentropic circulations during JJA in the
NH (Pauluis et al. 2008). Indeed, in the NH and during
JJA the MR mass fluxes have about one-third to one-half
of their DJF value (cf. top left panels of Figs. 3 and 4).
This implies that the vanishing dry isentropic circula-
tion during the NH summer is misleading because it is in
large part the result of cancellations between opposite
branches of the MR and not the result of an eddy activity
that is much weaker than during the NH winter.
c. Thermodynamics and moist ascent
The MR can only exist if there is a difference of
equivalent potential temperature—or moisture content—
between poleward and equatorward mass fluxes on a dry
isentrope. To recover the mean equivalent potential
temperatures transported by the directional fluxes, one











2(f, u, ue) due/hryi2. (7b)
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows these mean equivalent
potential temperatures as thick white curves super-
imposed on the mass flux joint distribution at 358N during
DJF. The mean equivalent potential temperature of the
southward—in this case equatorward—surface fluxes has
a u value corresponding to surface temperature and with
a huei2 value consistent with high relative humidity. This
equatorward flow, associated with eddies in midlatitudes,
connects with the surface branch of the Hadley cell in the
FIG. 5. Mean equivalent potential temperature in directional fluxes overlaid on (top) poleward and (bottom)
equatorward directional fluxes during DJF: (top) (left) huei2 and (right) huei1; and (bottom) (left) huei1 and (right)
huei2. Shaded contours show the moist recirculation as in Figs. 3 (lower left). Note that the contouring is linear except
for the lowest contour. The gray dashed curves correspond to the 50th and 90th percentiles of the surface dry po-
tential temperature distribution.
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subtropics. Moving along the huei2 curve, one reaches at
u 5 289 K a sharp transition from a moist huei2 value to
a dry value—that is, along the line huei2 5 u. This occurs
approximately at the intersection with the dotted line,
a line that was previously used to indicate the dry isentrope
above which the poleward fluxes are nonzero. Above this
sharp transition, huei2 remains along the main diagonal,
therefore corresponding to dry air.
The average equivalent potential temperature of the
northward—in this case poleward—flux becomes impor-
tant at u5 290 K with a value of huei1’ 310 K, a point we
have indicated by a star. It then increases slightly with
increasing u until it peaks to huei15 315 K at u5 294 K,
roughly the level at which the northward fluxes attain
their maximum, a fact that can be easily observed by
following the thin dashed line spanning the two panels.
The equivalent potential temperature then remains
mostly constant until u 5 305 K, above which it in-
creases with increasing u. Because huei1 overall varies
little in the vertical, it indicates that the northward
mass fluxes are thermodynamically similar across the
troposphere and thus suggests large-scale moist ascents
in the northward flow.
The total ue flux on dry isentropic surfaces can be re-
covered from the directional fluxes according to
hueryi 5 huei1hryi1 1 huei2hryi2. (8)
The decomposition into directional fluxes and direc-
tional equivalent potential temperature thus accurately
represents net fluxes of equivalent potential tempera-
ture. When the net mass fluxes on dry isentropes vanish
Eq. (8) can be thought of as an eddy flux that is driven
by a mass flux hryi9 transporting ue proportional to the
difference huei1 2 huei2. Recall that during NH JJA the
net mass fluxes on dry isentropes essentially vanish and
therefore the ue flux on the left-hand side of Eq. (8) will
be the mass-weighted zonal-mean eddy flux of ue on dry
isentropes and the right-hand side will be equal to
(huei1 2 huei2)hryi9.
In the SH and in the NH during DJF, the net mass
fluxes do not vanish and therefore the MR cannot be
exactly interpreted as an eddy mass flux. It is neverthe-
less convenient to assume that the opposing mass fluxes
of the MR have a typical equivalent potential temper-
ature equal to their respective directional ue: northward
mass fluxes occur at huei1 and southward fluxes at huei2.
Under this assumption, meridional fluxes of ue associ-
ated with the northward branch of the MR will be equal
to huei1hryi9 and fluxes associated with the southward
branch will be equal to 2huei2hryi9.
Figures 5 and 6 show the mass flux-weighted mean
equivalent potential temperature—that is, Eqs. (7)—-
superimposed on the MR from bottom left panels of Figs.
3 and 4 for DJF and JJA, respectively. The directional ue
FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but during JJA.
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are plotted according to their direction within each
hemisphere (poleward or equatorward) instead of ac-
cording to their absolute direction (northward or south-
ward) in order to highlight the similarities between
poleward flows and between equatorward flows. The
difference between the two directional equivalent po-
tential temperatures (not shown), huei1 2 huei2, being
positive in the NH and negative in the SH, confirms that
the MR is associated with a poleward flux of ue on dry
isentropes. The MR thus represents a poleward latent
heat transport since a difference of ue on a fixed dry
isentrope is proportional to a difference in latent heat,




where DqT denotes the difference in specific humidity
between the poleward and equatorward components.
To simplify our description of Figs. 5 and 6, we will focus
for the rest of this section on the NH DJF in the right
panels of Fig. 5. Most of our observations carry over
directly to both seasons of the SH. In NH JJA, our ob-
servations still hold but for much higher latitudes.
The directional ue profiles can be used to analyze the
moist vertical stability profiles experienced by the equa-
torward and poleward fluxes. To demonstrate how, we
look at the equatorward directional ue in bottom panel of
Fig. 5. In midlatitudes, the equatorward ue profiles have
large values of ue below the median surface u, associated
with mass fluxes occurring within the planetary boundary
layer. While these air masses contain sufficient latent
heat to ascend to the midtroposphere and above, they
are unlikely to do so because their equatorward motion
mixes them with warmer boundary layer air masses from
lower latitudes. Since on average this process warms
equator bound air masses, these are therefore not brought
closer to saturation, thus preventing their latent heat from
being released and restricting their ability to ascend.
Above the median surface dry potential temperature, the
curves of constant equatorward ue are aligned with lines of
constant u and therefore depict dry equatorward flows.
The vertical structure of poleward ue in the top panel
of Fig. 5 exhibits marked differences between the sub-
tropics and midlatitudes. In the subtropics and up to
358N, the vertical profile exhibits a local minimum at
u ’ 310 K, corresponding to midtropospheric values.
The consequence of such a vertical profile can be better
understood by considering a typical surface parcel at
298N that lies on the huei1 5 320 K curve at u 5 295 K.
At the beginning of its poleward motion, it follows
a mostly horizontal (i.e., dry isentropic) path until 328N.
If this parcel keeps moving poleward while preserving its
huei1, it will do so at a higher u value—about 310 K—
because no poleward mass fluxes have huei1 5 320 K
below this level. Such a discontinuous path suggests
a fast adjustment, interpreted as being most likely ac-
complished through deep upright convection. We
cannot, however, rule out that other convective ad-
justment mechanisms can be consistent with the ob-
served ue profile.
Poleward of 358N in the top panel of Fig. 5, poleward
ue profiles are increasing with increasing u. If we con-
sider a parcel with typical surface u moving poleward in
this region, the issue of a discontinuous path does not
arise, which contrasts with the situation in the sub-
tropics. As a consequence, a test parcel at 408N, u 5
290 K on the curve huei1 5 310 K will follow the adia-
batic path corresponding to the huei1 5 310 K curve all
the way to the pole. Such a smooth path is suggestive of
large-scale moist ascents associated with slantwise con-
vection. Our analysis, however, does not allow us to
exclude that a collection of deep convective events could
contribute substantially to the net moist ascents.
To better illustrate the resulting poleward and equa-
torward thermodynamics cycle in midlatitudes, we iso-
late the huei15 310 K and huei25 310 K curves from the
right panels of Fig. 5 and zoom in to produce Fig. 7.
From this composite diagram, we first consider typical
surface air parcels that enter the poleward branch of the
circulation at 358N. Over a normal eddy time scale of 6–7
days, eddy motions remain mostly adiabatic and thus we
can assume that typical parcels will follow an adiabatic
path. As long as it is unsaturated, its dry potential
FIG. 7. A zoomed-in version of the top right panel of Fig. 5. The
thick solid curve indicates huei15 310 K and the thick dashed curve
indicates huei2 5 310 K. Arrows indicate the likely path followed
by the flow. The shaded contours indicate the moist recirculation.
The gray dashed line represents the median of the surface dry
potential temperature distribution.
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temperature and its equivalent potential temperature
will be conserved. From 358 to 408N, the huei1 5
310 K curve that is representative of the equivalent po-
tential temperature of typical parcels in the poleward
flow is initially horizontal, which confirms that those
parcels are unsaturated in the first leg of the MR cycle.
At around 408N, however, the huei1 5 310 K curve
followed by typical parcels departs from the horizontal,
which indicates a conversion of latent heat into specific
heat. Those parcels in the poleward flow thus appear to
undergo an upright moist ascent characterized by a ver-
tical path from u ’ 293 K to u ’ 300 K. After this
transition, the huei1 5 310 K curve depicts a slanted
moist isentropic trajectory that extends to the MR’s
upper and poleward edge, ultimately reaching the u 5
310 K isentrope. Typical returning parcels will move
toward lower latitudes along the curve huei2 5 310 K:
a horizontal line that is equal to the u5 310 K isentrope.
If all the water in condensed liquid phase has been lost to
precipitation in the poleward branch of the cycle, there
will be no re-evaporation associated with this downward
motion. The parcels’ equivalent potential temperature
will thus remain at huei2 5 310 K until it is remoistened
in the boundary layer.
The portion of the huei2 5 310 K curve south of 258N
exhibits an ‘‘S’’ shape. Air parcels moving southward
along the upper branch of the huei2 5 310 K are dry
parcels displaced by the MR. Because the MR is weak in
this region, we can assume that these air parcels are
slower than earlier in the cycle and that their motions
are more affected by radiative damping. As the parcels
cool, they leave the huei2 5 310 K curve and enter the
planetary boundary layer within the subtropics. In the
boundary layer, they are mixed with near-surface air
and subsequently moistened, which explains the high
huei2 values close to the median surface dry potential
temperature. Afterward, these air parcels continue
equatorward and increase their moisture content. Be-
cause their u value is unchanged during this process
these air parcels will remain on average convectively
stable until they reach the intertropical convergence
zone.
d. Relationship with climatological diagnostics
In midlatitudes, the MR is stronger than net mass
fluxes hryi, which implies that it dominates the circula-
tion in that region. One can therefore assume that half of
the time the troposphere is in a poleward-moving state
FIG. 8. A comparison between (left) the mean poleward and equatorward equivalent potential temperature
(1/2)(huei1 1 huei2) and (right) the mass-weighted climatology ue*, for (top) DJF and (bottom) JJA.
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and the other half of the time in an equatorward-moving
state. If this assumption was valid it would imply that
although the individual directional mean profiles are
very different from the climatological mean they would
still combine to generate the mean. We can test this
assumption by verifying that the approximation
1
2
(huei1 1 huei2) ’ ue*,
relating the mass-weighted ue
*5 hruei/hri profile along
dry isentropes to the average between the poleward and
equatorward ue profiles, holds. The left- and right-hand
sides of this relation are plotted in the left and right panels
of Fig. 8. There is clearly good agreement between the
two panels of Fig. 8 in midlatitudes, confirming that the
directional components yield an accurate decomposition
of the mass-weighted climatology in that region. Since the
equatorward ue profiles are essentially dry in the free
troposphere, it suggests that the poleward ue profiles
alone are sufficient to explain the midlatitudes moist
stability.
The poleward ue profiles yield moist isentropes that
are much less stable than the mass-weighted mean and it
is thus expected that the poleward mass fluxes occur at ue
values that correspond to large deviations from the
mean. The deviations can be quantified by comparing
the difference jhuei1 2 huei2j and the mass-weighted
variance of ue on dry isentropes; for example,
u9e
2* 5 hr(ue2 ue*)2i/hri. (10)
Figure 9 shows the ratio of these quantities. In the
midlatitudes (except for NH JJA) the difference in di-
rectional ue profiles is within 2–3 times the standard
deviation. In the winter hemispheres a smaller spread
exists with the ratio lying between 2.2 and 2.4. Overall,
the difference between the two directional ue profiles is
about 2.3 times the standard deviation of ue, indicating
that the midlatitudes dynamics is dominated by large
variance flows.
In their approximation of the circulation on moist
isentropes, Pauluis et al. (2011) assumed that the mass flux
distribution of ue on isobars was Gaussian and according
to this assumption the difference between the poleward
and equatorward ue is proportional to 2.5 times the stan-
dard deviation of ue [see their Eq. (28)]. The results pre-
sented in Fig. 9 qualitatively support this assumption
almost everywhere except during NH JJA. Both the
present study and Pauluis et al. (2011) show that the
moist circulation involves large deviations of ue (i.e.,
large variance) and therefore the circulation cannot be
captured using techniques such as the transformed
Eulerian mean, which only uses the mean value of u
(Andrews et al. 1987).
4. Reconstructing the moist isentropic circulation
The results in the previous sections show that the
mean meridional mass fluxes on a surface of constant dry
potential temperature can be separated into poleward
and equatorward directional mass fluxes, which are
distinguished in terms of their respective equivalent
potential temperatures. It will now be shown that this
decomposition also makes it possible to recover the
corresponding circulation on moist isentropes.
The moist isentropic circulation measures the net me-
ridional mass fluxes with equivalent potential tempera-
ture ue less than a fixed value u9e. It can be calculated using
the mass flux joint distribution in a procedure similar to
the one used to compute the dry isentropic circulation in
Eq. (11):
FIG. 9. The ratio of the difference between the poleward and
equatorward mean equivalent potential temperature jhuei1 2
huei2j and the mass-weighted standard deviation of the equivalent
potential temperature on dry potential temperature surfaces u9e
2*
during (top) DJF and (bottom) JJA.
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M(f, u, ue) du due. (11)
We drop the primes for the phase space ue for the re-
mainder of this paper.
The directional fluxes and directional ue can be used
to approximate the circulation on moist isentropes by
transforming the curves of constant directional ue in
Figs. 5 and 6 into a vertical axis. To do so, one has to
make sure that the associated directional mass fluxes are
carried along in such a way that the total ue flux is pre-
served at each latitude. For subtropical poleward fluxes,
the directional ue does not increase monotonically with
u, leading to the interpretation that poleward motions
along moist isentropes are discontinuous. The proce-
dure to approximate the moist isentropic circulation
is to effectively ‘‘fold’’ the corresponding fluxes (i.e.,
summing together low-level air with upper tropo-
spheric air). The poleward branch of the folded moist
circulation is thus composed of air masses that have
already ascended and of air masses in moist lower tro-
posphere that will ascend if they continue along their
poleward path. Similarly, the equatorward fluxes in-
volve the folding of surface and midtropospheric fluxes.
This folding leads to cancellations between equator-
ward and poleward fluxes when the surface equator-
ward ue is comparable to midtropospheric poleward
ue. As it can be seen in bottom panels of Figs. 5 and 6
this effect is important only for latitudes equatorward
of 408.
The procedure to compute the folded streamfunction
mimics the computation of the moist streamfunction







hryi1H(ue 2 huei1) 2 hryi2H(ue 2 huei2) du. (12)
If the decomposition into directional fluxes was exact
then Cfoldue would be equal to the moist streamfunction
(11). In fact, the folded streamfunction (12) approxi-
mates the exact streamfunction by reducing the distri-
butions5 M1/hryi1and M2/hryi2 of directional ue to
d functions centered at their respective mean value.
The accuracy of such an approximation can be
assessed by comparing it to the exact moist isentropic
circulation. Figure 10 shows the exact moist circulation
(11) in the left panels and the folded moist circulation
(12) in the right panels for both seasons. Qualitatively,
the folded circulation is very similar to the exact circu-
lation. The folded circulation is narrower in the ue di-
rection, primarily in the subtropics. This is a consequence
of cancellations arising from the folding procedure de-
scribed previously. The folded circulation tends to have
sharper gradients, which is a consequence of assuming
that directional fluxes occur at their directional ue and
therefore neglects higher-order moments of the di-
rectional distribution. These sharp gradients occur where
the directional ue is not a monotonic function of u. This
occurs primarily around 308.
To quantify the difference between folded and exact















and similarly for the folded circulation Cfoldue . The total
mass transport is plotted in Fig. 11, with the solid curve
corresponding to the approximate transport and the
dashed curve to the exact transport.
For each season, the exact and folded total mass
transports are qualitatively similar. The winter season
circulation exhibits two maxima: one within the sub-
tropics corresponding to the Hadley cell and one in
midlatitudes related to moist eddies. The summer sea-
son circulation exhibits only one maximum around 308.
In the NH, this maximum is weak and the total mass
transports do not change much with latitude. Overall,
the approximate moist isentropic circulation tends to
overestimate the true circulation with errors on the
order of 10%–15% in the midlatitudes. This over-
estimation is a direct consequence of the simplification
of the directional ue distributions into a d function, which
neglects the variance to leading order.
The good agreement between the moist isentropic
circulation and its approximation based on the direc-
tional fluxes confirms that the difference in mass trans-
port between the dry and moist isentropic circulations is
5 On a fixed dry isentrope at a fixed latitude, M1/hryi1 is
a function of ue that integrates to unity:
Ð ‘
0M
1/hryi1 due5 1. If one
is given a northward-moving parcel,M1/hryi1(ue)Due will be equal
to the probability of this parcel having an equivalent potential
temperature between ue and ue1Due. A similar explanation stands
for M1/hryi2.
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directly related to the moist recirculation, and thus to
the eddy transport of water vapor.
5. Summary and discussion
We have presented a new perspective on the global
atmospheric circulation that explains the difference in
mass transport between the meridional circulations av-
eraged on dry and moist isentropes, a difference that had
been initially observed by Pauluis et al. (2008). We in-
troduced a new diagnostic that separates meridional
mass fluxes on surfaces of constant dry potential tem-
perature into northward and southward components.
The decomposition uses the mass flux joint distribution
to identify thermodynamically distinct mass fluxes
moving in opposite directions that are responsible for
the net poleward transport of water vapor observed in
the midlatitudes. We applied the decomposition to re-
analysis data and we have shown that the poleward eddy
transport of water vapor is achieved through a poleward
displacement of moist air parcels balanced by an equa-
torward displacement of dry air parcels. When these
opposing motions occur on the same dry isentrope, this
generates a poleward latent heat transport without an
FIG. 10. (left) Moist isentropic circulation due to the exact calculation and (right) the circulation recovered using
the directional decomposition during (top) DJF and (bottom) JJA. Contours are as in Fig. 1, from 20 to 240 Sv in
20-Sv increments.
FIG. 11. The total mass transport on moist isentropes in the exact
calculation (dashed) and inferred directional calculation (solid).
Black curves are for DJF and gray curves for JJA.
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associated sensible heat transport. Since motions must
result in a sensible heat transport to be accounted for in
the dry isentropic circulation, we conclude that these
recirculating motions correspond to a purely moist cy-
cle. We thus call the associated mass transport the moist
recirculation [see Eq. (6)].
The opposing mass fluxes forming the moist recircu-
lation occur from the deep subtropics to midlatitudes
and across a broad range of dry potential temperatures
encompassing surface and upper tropospheric values.
The moist recirculation peaks on the equatorward side
of the storm tracks where the atmospheric heat trans-
port transitions from being dominated by latent heat
transport to being dominated by sensible heat transport.
This transition also corresponds to regions of enhanced
precipitation associated with the upward ascent of warm,
moist subtropical air within the storm tracks, either
through deep or slantwise convection.
On the equatorward side of storm tracks, the equiv-
alent potential temperatures in poleward flows indicate
that low-level air parcels rise rapidly into the upper
troposphere, indicative of fast deep convection. On the
poleward side of storm tracks, the same analysis in-
dicates that moist air parcels likely move along slanted
moist isentropes. In contrast, the equatorward flows
exhibit a marked midtropospheric minimum in ue, which
implies that, as air parcels are brought back toward the
equator, they first lose energy through radiative cooling
in the free troposphere before being moistened through
mixing with moist boundary layer air.
Our results suggest that the vertical ue profiles in the
poleward flows control the moist stratification in mid-
latitudes. Indeed, while one can investigate the stability
of the atmosphere using the climatological ue, it would
not correspond to the moist stability as experienced by
any flows. Instead, we have shown that the climatolog-
ical ue can be seen as an average between the mean ue
values of the two directional components. The poleward
flows experience moist instabilities and the equatorward
flows are essentially stable to moist ascents. This implies
that the moist stability in midlatitudes is determined by
the poleward branch of the flow. Because the poleward
ue profiles are associated with large moisture variance,
it confirms that the directional decomposition effec-
tively captures the large variability intrinsic to mid-
latitude eddies.
The directional decomposition can be used to obtain
an approximate circulation on moist isentropes by as-
suming that directional components occur at their mean
equivalent potential temperature. The approximate moist
isentropic circulation is in good qualitative agreement
with its exact counterpart but it is quantitatively biased
because directional ue profiles neglect higher ue moments
in directional distributions. The approximate circulation
has sharper gradients than the circulation on moist
isentropes. These sharper gradients are associated with
a vanishing moist stratification in directional ue profiles.
This confirms the interpretation that the additional mass
transport in the circulation on moist isentropes is asso-
ciated with net poleward mass fluxes of warm moist air
near the surface.
Another approximate circulation on moist isentropes
has been simultaneously derived by Pauluis et al. (2011)
where it is shown that in order to accurately compute the
moist circulation one must take into account large zonal
variances in equivalent potential temperature, which are
found throughout the troposphere. In the analysis pre-
sented here, the large differences between directional ue
profiles reinforce the importance of the variance. While
the approximate circulation in Pauluis et al. (2011) un-
derestimates the total mass transport, the approximate
folded circulation presented here provides an upper
bound estimate.
The decomposition in this paper highlights the need to
better understand what sets the poleward ue profiles.
While the directional ue profiles have been connected to
surface conditions and related to the variance of mois-
ture on dry potential temperature surfaces, we do not
have presented a theory explaining why this should be
true. In a companion paper, we develop a theoretical
model that helps describe the poleward ue profiles in
terms of boundary layer moisture and temperature
variability. This theory is then used to explain what sets
the relative strength of the moist isentropic circulation
to the dry isentropic circulation, thus offering a new
interpretation of the impacts of climate change on the
midlatitude storm tracks. Laliberte´ and Pauluis (2010)
show that in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4) simu-
lations, the winter mass transport on dry isentropes in
midlatitudes weakens faster than the corresponding
mass transport on moist isentropes. These results imply
an enhancement of the winter moist recirculation (i.e.,
an increase in the mass of air being recirculated by moist
eddies across the storm tracks). Understanding the re-
lationship between moist recirculation and eddy vari-
ability is a key issue for our broader understanding of
midlatitudes storm tracks and for our ability to predict
the impacts of future climate change on the hydrological
cycle in the midlatitudes.
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